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Bone Modeling, Remodeling and Repair


Osteoblast-selective expression of a mutated serotonin receptor with constitutive cAMP production led to an extremely high bone mass phenotype (ostenosclerosis) in young transgenic mice. In contrast, transgene activation (by the Tet-O system) past 6 weeks of age did not result in similar effects, indicating that G \alpha \text{s} signaling in osteoblasts is most crucial for anabolism during early growth (bone modeling). —SF


Recent data have shown that estrogen prevents bone loss by inducing (pre-)osteoclast apoptosis via a FasL pathway in these cells (see Commentary by Sundeep Khosla, IBMS BoneKEy. 2007 October;4(10):267-272). This new study restores the role of the osteoblast in this process by showing that estrogen, and SERMS alike, stimulate FasL in osteoblasts in vitro and on endosteal surfaces in vivo. Co-culture experiments further demonstrated that osteoclast apoptosis by FasL is not cell autonomous but is mediated by osteoblasts. —SF


Previous work has shown that an EP4 agonist increased strength in distraction osteogenesis. This study looked at the use of systemic EP4 agonist on the bonding strength of a titanium plate in rabbit tibiae. Either 10 or 100 µg/kg body weight ONO-AE2-724 or saline was given post-operatively and specimens harvested at 4, 8 and 16 weeks. Increased contact area between the plate and the bone was noted in the EP4 agonist groups. Mechanical detaching tests showed significantly more rapid gain of strength at 4 weeks and better maintenance of this improvement at 16 weeks in the high dose group. As this anabolic increases stromal cell differentiation as well as bone production, it may be useful in orthopedic medicine. —DGL

Sost transcripts and sclerostin protein are dramatically reduced by mechanical ulnar loading, and a greater strain stimulus is associated with a greater reduction in Sost staining and sclerostin-positive osteocytes. In contrast, hindlimb unloading increases Sost expression in unloaded tibiae. These results demonstrate that regulation of sclerostin levels serves as a fine-tuning mechanism for osteocytes, via negatively controlling Wnt/Lrp5 signaling for the regulation of bone formation in response to mechanical stimulation. These data provide the first evidence for the role of an osteocyte-derived regulator of Wnt signaling on bone formation in response to mechanical stress, and suggest sclerostin as an attractive therapeutic target for improving bone mass. —TM


Advanced glycation end products (AGEs) crosslink collagen, making it like sugar candy and reducing the ability of bone to absorb energy by deforming; the material becomes too stiff. In 432 Japanese elderly women followed for 5.2 years, 97 incident vertebral fractures occurred in 72 subjects. Urinary pentosidine was a predictor of vertebral fracture (hazard ratio, 1.33; 95% CI, 1.01-1.76, P = 0.04). —ES


Microsomal prostaglandin E synthase (PGES)-deficient mice were created and examined after ovariectomy; bone loss induced by hind limb unloading; osteoarthritis (OA) induced by instability in the knee joint; and bone fracture by osteotomy at the tibial midshaft. PGES-1(-/-) mice had normal skeletal phenotypes under normal physiologic conditions. Unloading and arthritis models showed no differences from wild type. However, in the fracture model, healing was impaired by mPGES-1 deficiency. Decreases in callus area and BMC accrual were found in the PGES-1(-/-) mice, and 50% of the mice failed to unite after 21 days. Normal fracture healing was restored by adenoviral reintroduction of mPGES-1. This paper is relevant as EP4 agonists enhance bone formation. Further, mPGES-1 inhibitors have recently been developed as possible replacements for NSAIDS and COX-2 inhibitors. Fracture healing issues will be important to address for this treatment approach. —DGL

Yerramshetty JS, Akkus O. The associations between mineral crystallinity and the mechanical properties of human cortical bone. Bone. 2007 Dec 14; [Epub ahead of print] [Abstract]

The size and shape of carbonated apatite crystals affect the mechanical properties of bone. In 16 human cadaveric femurs, crystallinity explained 6.7% to 48.3% of the variation in monotonic mechanical properties. Tissue-level strength and stiffness increased with increasing crystallinity; ductility decreased. Crystallinity explained 11.3% to 63.5% of the variation in fatigue properties. —ES

Genetics

A mutant mouse generated from an ENU (chemical) mutation program was characterized by skeletal features consistent with osteogenesis imperfecta. The causal mutation mapped to Col1A1 induced intracellular accumulation of unfolded procollagen chains, which in turn was responsible for a new mechanism of disease, namely the induction of an endoplasmic reticulum stress-specific response, ultimately leading to osteoblast apoptosis. —SF


No results yet, but the design of this multi-million dollar study is worth mentioning because it exemplifies the future of genome-wide association (GWA) studies to investigate genetic susceptibility to common diseases, including osteoporosis, and potentially to identify common (pleiotropic) genetic risk factors. —SF

Treatment and Drug Effects


Bisphosphonates alter properties of bone collagen. RIS and ALN, but not raloxifene, increased PEN (+34-58%) and the ratio of PYD/DPD (+14-26%), and decreased the ratio of α/β CTX (-29-56%). Bone turnover rate correlated to PEN (R = -0.664), α/β CTX (R = 0.586), and PYD/DPD (R = -0.470). —ES


This is a secondary analysis of an originally 5 year prospective, calcium citrate vs. PBO fracture trial in postmenopausal women (mean age 74), in which CV events were recorded as adverse events. A significantly higher number of myocardial infarctions and composite endpoint (MI, stroke or sudden death) events were observed among calcium users, despite a compliance rate of less than 60%. Actually, compliance was identified as an independent risk factor for CV events. These prospective data oppose previous results from observational studies and are reminiscent of the HRT saga. They suggest that the (small) benefits of calcium supplements in preventing fragility fractures should be weighed against the associated increase in CV risk. —SF


This is the first publication to look at strontium ranelate (SR) in fracture healing. Rats underwent closed tibial fractures externally held with a cast and received 450 mg/kg SR in their food. The tibiae were harvested and examined radiographically and by histology. The scoring system used produced almost identical results with all fractures maturing over time. More complete studies with controlled fixed fractures, and quantitative measures such as CT and mechanical testing, are required to further evaluate SR in fracture healing, but no major negative effects were seen in this model. —DGL

The authors report that alendronate 70 mg weekly administered for 5 years was cost-effective for primary fracture prevention in women with osteoporosis irrespective of age, as was treatment of women with a prior fracture irrespective of BMD. NICE guidelines are misguided. —ES


Bortezomib (Bzb), a proteasome inhibitor, has been shown to increase serum bone-specific ALP when used for the treatment of multiple myeloma. This paper demonstrates that Bzb induces mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to preferentially undergo osteoblastic differentiation. Bzb does not enhance the differentiation of osteix-positive osteoprogenitor cells to mature osteoblasts. The effect of Bzb was dependent on the presence of Runx2, and Bzb inhibited degradation of Runx2 and enhanced its transcriptional activity. Furthermore, Bzb increased bone formation and rescued bone loss in ovariectomized mice. The doses needed to cause these effects were one-fifth to one-third of those used for the treatment of multiple myeloma. These observations may lead to a new therapeutic approach for the treatment of disorders with deficient osteoblast function, including involutional osteoporosis, by pharmacologically targeting MSCs toward the osteoblastic lineage. —TM
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